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About This Game

The Chronus Fragments are needed to prepare for the Time Rewinding, which only takes place once every 10 years. On their
way to the Chronus Shrine to get the Fragments, Loka and his teacher Teth are surrounded by a mysterious man named Geppel
and his gang. They demand the Fragments. While Teth plays for time, Loka, the main character, rushes out of the cave on his

own to fetch reinforcements. He is successful, but Teth and Geppel are nowhere to be found.
Aiming to gather information about his missing teacher, Teth, and Geppel, who is trying to get his hands on the Fragments,

Loka decides to set out on a journey with his friend Sarna.

The game features familiar quests, but also dungeons filled with puzzles to solve, and characters who grow and can be developed
as the story progresses with the class change system. Additional elements such as dungeons and special items are available for

extra fun!

Don't miss out on Loka and his friends' grand adventure!

This app features partial controller support with the Xbox 360 Controller on Windows.
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THE GRIND IS REAL! Oh my goodness I didn't think this would ever end! This is by far the strangest KT game I've played
yet, and I mean that in the best of ways. This game has pretty much no three or four act structure to it (since the fourth act here
is insanely short), but this game shines in its difficulty. There is NO difficulty slider in this game, and most of the game I can
say with some confidence is kind of difficult. The last few bosses are kind of easy at that point but the road up to that point is
incredibly difficult.

The story though is quite short, on NG+ this game could honestly be beaten in under like 4 or 5 hours at worst. The problem is
your first time through you will honestly need to grind materials just to stand a chance against not just the later bosses but even
the common enemies. Most of the late game dragons can easily kill you. This is the first KT game I wasn't able to auto every
fight and it was a thoroughly more pleasing experience due to that.
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